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Lesson 14: Empathy 
Key social principle 

Learning to empathise makes it easier for 

children to get along with each other and 

to handle problems when they arise. This les-

son teaches children what they can 'say 

and do' to display empathy. When we show 

care to others we can help them feel better. 

14th September 2020 

Last chapter focussed on secrets. We reflected on this before the next 

chapter. 

Brett- What is a good secret? 

Georgina—a good secret is when you say I am having a party, can 

you keep it a secret. 

Erin—that someone's inviting you to their party 

We talked about surprise parties being a good secret 

Brett—What's a bad secret? 

Aleeza—if you rip a page from a book and you tell someone to keep it 

a secret, that’s a bad secret. 

Maple—a bas secret is if someone hurts you and makes you keep it a 

secret. 

Who would you talk to help you with this? Mum and Dad. Teachers.  

The story begins with the news of a new piece of play equipment in the 

school. Everyone wanted to have a try. Things went sour quickly at re-

cess time. 

Brett—Why was everyone so competitive and pushy? 

Georgina—they wanted the web for themselves 

Tom—they all has the same idea to get on it 

Olivia—they wanted to get up there first 

Monty—they wall wanted to get there fast, but the little kids were too 

slow 

Maisie— they were all excited, because there was a new web. 

Overwhelmed, Archie faints at the sight of all the chaos! 

Brett—What would you do to help Archie 

Olivia—I would help  Archie by helping him up 

Georgina—I would help him off the ground and get him up the web 

Aleeza—asking Archie, here grab my hand 

Brett—But Archie has fainted being asleep) 

Brett- What would you do? 

Olivia—give him a shake 

Georgina—I would say ARCHIE! And give him a soft pat 

Tom– give him a shake pick him up 

Brett—wouldn't get a teacher? Yes. We always get a teacher when our 

friends have an accident at kindy! 

 

We’re kind. We play . We care! 

Be kind. Be friendly . Do your best! 

 

 

 

Outcome 1: Children have a strong sense of identity. Children feel 

safe, secure, and supported. Children learn to interact in relation 

to others with care, empathy and respect. 

Outcome 2: Children are connected with and contribute to their 

world. Children develop a sense of belonging to groups and 

communities and an understanding of the reciprocal rights and 

responsibilities necessary 

for active community participation. 

Outcome 3: Children have a strong sense of wellbeing. Children 

become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing. 

Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners. Chil-

dren resource their own learning through connecting with peo-

ple, place, technologies and natural and processed materials. 

Outcome 5: Children are effective communicators. Children en-

gage with a range of texts and gain meaning from these texts. 

 

The Literacy indicators and key elements describe children as active constructors and co-

constructors of knowledge, and active participants in their own learning. The Learning 

Processes children are using include: communicating - creating and making meaning – 

coding and decoding – reflecting critically. 

Indicator- I understand the language of my world. Key Elements I demonstrate critical 

understandings of texts. I respond to sounds and patterns in speech and stories. I un-

derstand what has been communicated. I actively inquire to make meaning. 



 

 

You will need: 

 corks (at least 3) 

 elastic bands 

 paper or card 

 scissors 

 straws (or wooden skewers) 

Step 1: Make your cork raft 

Choose three corks and join them together with two elastic bands. 

If you want your boat to be really secure then you can glue the corks 
first and then wrap the with the elastic bands. 

Use a strong PVA glue or a glue gun if you’re doing this. 

Step 2: Make the sails 

Cut two sail shapes out of strong paper or card. 

Then cut two little diamond shapes out of card/paper too (see step 5) 

These will be your boats’ sails. 

Simone asked us a question to get us think-

ing about how we could use 

corks to float boats.  

(Recently, a family had provided the kinder-

garten with a huge supply of corks and we thought it would 

be a great way to begin to think how we can use the corks 

in a creative and purposeful way. MONDAY KARA 14 SEPT 20 

Peer to peer learn-

ing where children 

are sharing their skills 

with each other. 

Tom was introduced 

to the hot glue for 

the first time. 

We used the internet 

to access the infor-

mation about our 

mini inquiry, using the 

visual to check our 

prototype. 

We had a pur-

poseful inquiry 

and a question to 

be answered.. 

‘Will it float’? 

Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners. 

Children develop dispositions for learning such as curiosity, cooperation,   

confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, imagination  

and reflexivity. 

Children develop a range of skills and processes such as problem solving,   

inquiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching and investigating. 

Children transfer and adapt what they have learned from one context to another. 

Children resource their own learning through connecting with people, place,  

technologies and natural and processed materials. 

Potential Line of Development 

for interested children would 

be to continue to use Blanks 

levels of questioning to pro-

voke STEM thinking . Providing 

children with many varying 

ways to solve problems in de-

sign. Always beginning with a 

purpose for the identified 

need.  



What Is the Counting On Strategy? 

Counting On is a strategy children use to, you guessed it…add numbers. Children 

start using this strategy when they are able to conceptualize numbers. They move 

from counting everything or Counting All to Counting On. 

This addition strategy is so important because it’s a sign that your students are be-

ginning to do mental mathematics. Children have to be able to “hold” a quantity 

in their mind and then add on to it. 

Counting On vs. Counting All 

Counting All is exactly what is sounds like. Children count every number to find the 

sum. Usually children use Counting All if they can not visualise what a number rep-

resents. Subitising number is noticing the number value without actually counting 

everything. 

Indicator-I quantify my world. 

Key Elements - 

Notice quantity as an attribute 

Divide or combine quantities to form new quantities 

Use the standard number system 

Use quantification to describe and compare 

Possible line of development is 

to take the children into the gar-

den to find natural counters to 

use to represent numbers with 

movement in between.  Collect 

“12 acorns and go down the 

slide” , it was a challenge to get 

some of the children listening 

and their engines’ ready for tak-

ing on new information. Their 

need for movement could take 

us further into the garden. 



Keeping Safe: Child Protection Curriculum.  

Focus Area 2: Relationships 

Topic 1: Identity and relationships 

Topic 2: Fair and unfair 

Topic 3: Trust and networks. 

15th September 2020 

Further to our discussions about trust and net-

works, today we collectively made a list of 5 

adults we trust. 

Brett – what is trust? 

Gg – trust means you know someone who will 

not hurt your body 

 

Yes, Trust is someone you know, that you know 

won’t hurt your body 

 

We talked about groups of people we trust like 

Our super heroes like firefighter’s police 

Family mum and dad 

Teachers like Tammy and Laura and Brett 

Friends of families like neighbours  

Medical people like nurse and doctors 

 

We have the group can we name five people 

we trust? 

 

We then talked about secrets because of an 

Archie story where Archie had to keep a bad 

secret, and it made him feel unhappy. He 

talked to mum who he trusts, who helped him 

to talk to his teacher to solve the problem 

What is a good secret? 

Surprise parties 

Christmas 

Presents are a good secret! 

A secret Easter egg hunt 

Trick or treating – a Halloween party secret 

What is a bad secret? 

There were lots of references to the Archie sto-

ry. But we tried to go deeper. 

What about someone who hurts you, this is 

someone we wouldn’t trust. 

Would you keep the secret of someone who 

hurt you? 

No way! Couse they hurt you! 

Who would you tell? 

Our teachers, our mums and dads, Someone 

we trust! 

Trust is someone that you know really well! 

 

Outcome 1: Children have a strong sense of identity. 

Children feel safe, secure, and supported. 

Outcome 3: Children have a strong sense of wellbeing. 

Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing. 

Outcome 5: Children are effective communicators. 

Children interact verbally and non-verbally with others for a range of purpos-

es. 

The Literacy indicators and key elements describe children as active con-

structors and co-constructors of knowledge, and active participants in their 

own learning. The Learning Processes children are using include: communi-

cating - creating and making meaning – coding and decoding – reflecting 

critically. 

 

Indicator- I use language to connect with my world. 

Key elements 

I maintain a reciprocal shared conversation. 

I use language appropriate to the purpose. 

I use increasingly sophisticated language to connect and communicate. 

I describe experiences and express ideas. 



Two weeks ago Raelene and Sam visited us at Kindy to paint the poles in Indigenous art. Dots and sym-

bols are often used in Indigenous art to tell a story. The children were inspired by paintings of the Aus-

tralian animals. I talked about this with the children and we decided to do drawings using crayons copy-

ing small plastic Australian animals. The children used creative arts to experiment and were open to 

new challenges and ideas about the world around them using colour, shape, pattern and design. 

Today we talked about using different forms of art such as; Arabesque style paintings using black  

textas. Whilst we were painting we talked about what we want to know more about Australian animals.  

 Children’s questions. 

Erin– Why do snakes hiss? 

Olivia– How do snakes sliver? 

Maisie– Why do kangaroos have long tails? 

Andrew—Snakes eat people. 

Elric– Where do Echidnas live? 

 We will continue to provide resources and varied materials  for the children to follow their 

interest.                                                 

4.1 Children are confident and involved learners when they develop dispositions 

for learning such as curiosity, cooperation, confidence, creativity, commitment, 

enthusiasm, persistence, imagination and reflexivity. 

• express wonder and interest in their environments 

• are curious and enthusiastic participants in their learning 

• use play to investigate, imagine and explore ideas 

• follow and extend their own interests with enthusiasm, energy and concentra-

tion 

• initiate and contribute to play experiences emerging from their own ideas 

• participate in a variety of rich and meaningful inquiry-based experiences 

Week 9–  

Monday—  



.1 Children are confident and involved learners when they develop dispositions for learning such as curiosity, cooperation, 

confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, imagination and reflexivity. 

• express wonder and interest in their environments 

• are curious and enthusiastic participants in their learning 

• use play to investigate, imagine and explore ideas 

• follow and extend their own interests with enthusiasm, energy and concentration 

• initiate and contribute to play experiences emerging from their own ideas 

• participate in a variety of rich and meaningful inquiry-based experiences 

• persevere and experience the satisfaction of achievement 



Monday 14th September. 

Peer to peer learning and inspiration. Today Elric did some construction at the hot glue gun table with 

corks, wood and  pop sticks. He made a boat and came up to me with pride to show me what he had 

built. I offered a tub of water to test if his boat would float successfully. When we filled the tub Eric's 

boat did float and his face was filled with joy and the satisfaction  of achievement.  Watching Elric, 

other children were inspired to create their own boat. As they built the children needed to: plan how 

they wanted the boat to look, what materials they need to gather, use their eye hand co-ordination to 

fit pieces together , persist to complete their construction. The children tested their boats and then 

would often return to the hot glue table redesign if the boat didn’t float the way they wanted. We ex-

plored concepts such as floating and sinking, buoyancy, boat design and suitability of different materi-

als for boat design. Learning inspired by peers modelling is often deep and involved learning and sus-

tained for long periods of time. For future learning we will explore more deeply the concepts of STEM 

design : proto type, build, test, redesign. Pre planning a drawing of the children’s ideas is another area 

we could extend the children's learning. 

Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners. 

Children develop dispositions for learning such as curiosity, cooperation,   

confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, imagination  

and reflexivity. 

Children develop a range of skills and processes such as problem solving,   

inquiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching and investigating. 

Children transfer and adapt what they have learned from one context to another. 

Children resource their own learning through connecting with people, place,  

technologies and natural and processed materials. 





Outcome 5: Children are effective communicators. 

Children interact verbally and non-verbally with others for a range of purposes. 
The Literacy indicators and key elements describe children as active constructors and co-constructors of knowledge, and active participants in their 

own learning. The Learning Processes children are using include: communicating - creating and making meaning – coding and decoding – reflecting 

critically 

Indicator- I use language to connect with my world. 

Key elements 

I maintain a reciprocal shared conversation. I use language appropriate to the purpose. 

I use increasingly sophisticated language to connect and communicate. I describe experiences and express ideas. 

Folder sharing afternoon 14th September 

2020 

 

What an amazing day for families to 

gather a share their power learners fold-

ers! 

Today was a day for children to share 

their folders and listen to their children 

talk about their learning and experienc-

es. 

We over heard many conversations 

about what was happening in that mo-

ment, excitement about our excursions 

and the shared or special learning mo-

ments captured by the Lady George 

team. 

I thank the team for their efforts and pas-

sion for their children in Karra and we 

thank all the families who spent time af-

ter kindy to explore and also for the won-

derful feedback. 

 

Yesterday afternoon was lovely. It provided my 

daughter with a sense of ownership as she 

showed us through her folder. She was proud to 

tell us about her work and the activities she has 

been apart of at kindy. Being the youngest child, 

it is not often she gets the chance to be the 

'leader' so yesterday was a great opportunity for 

her to take the lead and tell us all about what 

she's been doing.  

Thank you   

 

Thank you for having us- fun letting us all play 

too! I'm so grateful and impressed by what you 

are all doing. The books were fabulous and so 

nice seeing the indoor spaces in detail and the 

new and improved outdoor space! I'm very glad 

to have two more lucky babes coming behind 

may daughter. 

All the effort you guys put in is very evident- 

you're all doing such a brilliant job . 

 



Principle: Partnerships 

Learning outcomes are most likely to be achieved when early child-

hood educators  work in partnership with families. Educators  recognise 

that families are children’s first and  most influential teachers.  

 

Practice: Responsiveness to children 

Educators are responsive to all children’s strengths, abilities and inter-

ests. They value and build on children’s strengths, skills and knowledge 

to ensure their motivation and engagement in learning.  

 

Practice: Assessment for learning 

Assessment for children’s learning refers to the process of gathering 

and analysing information as evidence about what children know, can 

do and understand. It is part of an ongoing cycle that includes plan-

ning, documenting and evaluating children’s learning.  



15th September 2020 

Move to Learn—crawling 

Move five sees us crawling on our stomach and back! We’ll now be commando crawling on our tummies and back.  

 

This milestone: 

Encourages both sides of the body to work together 

Helps the process of reflex integration 

Strengthens the neck and shoulders 

Provides lots of touch stimulation, necessary for helping sensory integration 

Reduces sensitivity of the spine, reducing restlessness and bedwetting 

It provides the brain and body with a second opportunity to integrate, enabling children to reach their full potential in 

school and beyond. 



For the last two weeks the children 

were actively involved in physical 

skills building their core strength 

by balancing on wooden logs, the 

trapeze swing, rope climbing, and 

other climbing equipment. We also 

talked about what else we can do 

to keep our bodies healthy. 

 

Today in our small group we 

talked about:  

What is your favourite meal you 

share with your family?  

In addition the children drew pic-

tures on a paper plate of their fa-

vourite meal. 

We will continue to care about the 

children's well being and develop 

more understanding about our 

bodies, how they work and how do 

we care for them. 

Learning Outcome 3: Chil-

dren have a strong sense 

of wellbeing  

Children become strong in 

their social and emotional 

wellbeing  

Children take increasing 

responsibility for their 

own health and physical 

wellbeing  
Term 3 –  Week 9—14/09/2020 

Kara-  I have pasta, hot chips, rice, carrots, cucum-

ber, strawberries and cake. 

Sophia-  My favourite meal is pizza, rice, pasta, 

strawberries and ice cream. 

Georgina—I really love pasta at my grandma and grandpa's 

place.  

I like vegetables platters, roast chicken and pizza.  

At Christmas I have big chunks of bread with butter.  

Astrid—My favourite meal I share with my family is  

Arjun– I like spicy hot chips, pasta, apples, and 

milk. 
Andrew–  I eat curries, dumplings, mash 

potato, rice, carrots, strawberries and  

apples. 



Monday and Tuesday week 9. 

This term we have been lucky enough to have a new community member Tom. Tom has a passion for space.  Tom has been shar-

ing his passion with his peers and we have discovered that many other children share his passion. Today we were lucky enough to 

read a book :Pluto Gets the Call. The book is about Pluto getting the call from Earth scientists to tell him that  he is no longer a 

planet. Pluto tours the solar system to let all the planets know what has happened to him. Along the way we discover many facts 

about the planets and the solar system. The children were engaged with the book and particularly liked the humour element.  

In group time the next day we made a solar system. Instead of drawing the planets we used various sized balls to represent the 

planets and earth’s moon. Along the way we talked about size and compared the balls to the pictures in the story book to work 

out which ball was most appropriate for each planet. The children used comparative language like bigger, larger, smaller, simular, 

the same. Tom and Maisie were able to accurately recall which planet was due to be placed in our solar system next. Other chil-

dren also contributed to which planet was next.  Each child had the opportunity to choose a planet. There was also some discus-

sion about how to space the planets apart from each other. There was an unanimous decision that Pluto should be much further 

away from the last planet. 

Using balls instead of paper and pencil allows the children to experience multi modal learning. The balls were a 3D, visual way to 

represent the planets. This type of learning as well as reading the story can support children’s comprehension.  

Next week we will reinforce understanding with repetition. We will watch the story being read on our big screen. 



Learning Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners   

Children develop dispositions for learning such as curiosity, cooperation,    

confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, imagination  

and reflexivity  

Children develop a range of skills and processes such as problem solving,   

inquiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching and investigating  

Children transfer and adapt what they have learned from one context to another  

Children resource their own learning through connecting with people, place,  

technologies and natural and processed materials  



Karra 
Term 3 2020 

Week 10 



Fun. 

Persistence. 

Community. 

Achievement. 

Physical skill. 

Balance. 

Co-operation. 

Building brave. 

Friendship. 

Well-being. 

Sharing. 

Pretend play. 

Stamina. 

Relaxing. 

Wheels week will con-

tinue to be a part of 

our curriculum cele-

brating our end of 

term and the power-

ful learners our chil-

dren are. 

Learning Outcome 3: Chil-

dren have a strong sense of 

wellbeing    

Children become 

strong in their social 

and emotional wellbe-

ing  

Children take increas-

ing responsibility for 

their own health and 

physical wellbeing  

Learning Outcome 4: Chil-

dren are confident and in-

volved learners   

Children develop disposi-

tions for learning such as cu-

riosity, cooperation, confi-

dence, creativity, commit-

ment, enthusiasm, persis-

tence, imagination  

and reflexivity  



The numeracy indicators and key elements describe children as active constructors and co-constructors of knowledge, and 

active participants in their own learning. The Learning Processes children are using include: noticing - wondering – generalis-

ing - reasoning- patterning - visualising – sorting - communicating – comparing. 

 

Indicator- I explore and understand my place and space in the world when I can use the position location, arrangement 

and movement of myself, others and objects for a purpose. 







Monday 21st September 



Learning Outcome 1: Children have a strong sense of identity  

Children feel safe, secure, and supported  

Children develop their emerging autonomy, inter-dependence, re-

silience   

and sense of agency 

Children develop knowledgeable and confident self identities  

Children learn to interact in relation to others with care, empathy 

and respect  

 

 

Learning Outcome 2: Children are connected with and contribute to 

their world   

Children develop a sense of belonging to groups and communities 

and an understanding of the reciprocal rights and responsibilities 

necessary for active community participation 

Visits from the children at Highgate school, builds community spirit and is a 

part of our orientation programme for our children starting at Highgate 

school next year and is a opportunity for our last years Lady George children 

to revisit their time at kindergarten. We will also visit the school and contin-

ue to arrange visits from the reception classes each term in the future. 



22nd September 2020 

Of course, Wheels week is not just about our wheels, the courts give us the time and space to explore a new environment, with a new 

ways to play. We have trees that help to build our strength in climbing, our confidence in trying challenging things and our imaginations 

as we find all sorts of great ‘toys’ on the ground, especially sticks. 

Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners. Children develop dispositions for learning such as  

curiosity, cooperation,  confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, imagination and reflexivity. 



Tuesday 22nd 



Learning Outcome 1: Children have a strong sense of identity  

Children feel safe, secure, and supported  

Children develop their emerging autonomy, inter-dependence, resilience   

and sense of agency 

Children develop knowledgeable and confident self identities  

Children learn to interact in relation to others with care, empathy and respect  

Learning Outcome 2: Children are connected with and contribute to their world   

Children develop a sense of belonging to groups and communities and an understanding of the recipro-

cal rights and responsibilities necessary for active community participation. 

 
The Literacy indicators and key elements describe children as active constructors and co-constructors of knowledge, and active participants in their 

own learning. The Learning Processes children are using include: communicating - creating and making meaning – coding and decoding – reflect-

ing critically. 

Indicator- I understand the language of my world. 

Key Elements 

I demonstrate critical understandings of texts. I respond to sounds and patterns in speech and stories. I understand what has been communicated. 

I actively inquire to make meaning. 

Visits from the children at Highgate school, builds community spirit and is a 

part of our orientation programme for our children starting at Highgate 

school next year and is a opportunity for our last years Lady George children 

to revisit their time at kindergarten. We will also visit the school and contin-

ue to arrange visits from the reception classes each term in the future. To-

day we shared our Lady George song, but instead of “we’re from Lady 

George Kindy”, we changed it to “We’re at Lady George Kindy” to include 

everyone; and then our new Kaurna counting animals song. Then Madam 

Melodie who teaches French in room 24 shared a story and a song in 

French. The story was called ; Loup Y es tu? This is a fun book about children 

going for a walk in the woods, they ask if the wolf is there and what he is do-

ing. The wolf responds with “ I am putting on (Je Mets).. different pieces of 

clothing. It is based around the well know /French song Promenuns –nous 

danslebois. 



Tuesday 22nd September 2020 - What do you like to do in the holidays? 

 

Harry – I like to go to Grandmas to have beef 

William – have a movie night and watch ‘The Land Before Time’ 

Reyansh – I like playing tag with my mum and eating dinner with my family and going on a 

swing 

Maisie – play with mummy 

Aleeza– going to the beach with my whole family 

Kara – playing tag with my family 

Jenika – going to the beach 

Harriet – at the beach with my friends 

Taha – eating pizza and crafting 

GiGi – having fish and chips and swimming and lolly pops 

Alex – I like going to swimming pool and the beach house and on my Uncles’s speedboat 

Sophia – I like to going on the rocking horse 

Astrid – going to Monarto Zoo 

Tom – going to the beach 

Erin – playing with my friends Emily and Mord’s house 

Andrew – going to the zoo 

Ayaan – going to the beach 

Monty – going to the beach and making sandcastles 

Sophie – going to the beach with my sister 

Lou – going to the beach and making sandcastles 

Elric – beach and playing on my skateboard 

Mia – going to the family with my cousins 

Kai – going on a holiday 

Hugo – having pancakes 

 

I wonder what holiday plans we have here today will eventuate these holidays? 

 

The Literacy indicators and key elements describe children as active constructors and co-

constructors of knowledge, and active participants in their own learning. The Learning Pro-

cesses children are using include: communicating - creating and making meaning – cod-

ing and decoding – reflecting critically. 

 

Indicator- I use language to connect with my world. 

Key elements 

I maintain a reciprocal shared conversation. 

I use language appropriate to the purpose. 

I use increasingly sophisticated language to connect and communicate. 

I describe experiences and express ideas. 


